Liffe Robusta coffee futures The London market ended the day on a positive note and with 81.25% of the earlier gains of the day intact, while the New York market ended the day on a likewise positive note and with 87% of the earlier gains of the day intact.

May position closed at $1257 per tone gaining $13 while July position closed at $1293 per tone gaining $18 from the previous closing.

ICE Arabica coffee futures The Certified washed Arabica coffee stocks held against the New York exchange were seen to decrease with 90.4% of these certified stocks being held in Europe at a total of 1,835,747 bags and the remaining 9.6% being held in the USA at a total of 195,113 bags.

May position closed at US cents 125.60 per lb gaining US Cents 4.35 from the previous closing, while July position closed at US cents 125.40 per lb gaining 3.40 US Cents from the closing of the previous day.